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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attn: Mr. Ashok C. Thadani, Director

PWR Project Directorate #8
Division of PWR Licensing - B

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

.

Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2 ;
'

Proposed Change to Technical Specifications
Storage of Consolidated Spent Fuel ,

f
'

In March,1984(l), Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO), licensee for
Millstone Unit No. 2, provided information to the NRC Staff regarding our plans
for interim onsite storage of Millstone Unit No. 2 spent fuel in accordance with :

?,
the Nuclear Waste Policy /.ct of 1982. NNECO described an integral two-step.
program which would increase the storage capacity of the Millstone Unit No. 2
spent fuel pool, first by a reracking project, and later by a fuel consolidation ,

;
project. *

:

In January,1986(2), the NRC issued a license amendment to allow the expansion
Aof the storage capacity via reracking, from 667 to 1112 storage locations.

follow-up amendment request related to- a condition of this amendment is
anticipated later this year. (Ref. Attachment 2 page 3-12).

i;
Pursuant to 10CFR50.90, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company hereby proposes to
amend its operating license, No. DPR-65, by incorporating the attached proposed
changes into the Millstone Unit No. 2 Technical Specifications.

,

The proposed revisions to Sections 5 and 3/4.9 are provide,d as Attachment 1 and
concern expansion of the storage capacity of the Mi!! stone Unit No. 2 spent fuel 'fuel in the fuel storage rackspool via the storage of consolidated spent
previously approved by the NRC. Detailed descriptions of the spent fuel storage.

;

racks as well as a discussion of the safety and environmental impilcations of the
storage of consolidated fuel are found in Attachment 2. The proposed revisions ,

will provide storage capacity for 1965 fuel assemblies.

W. G. Counsit letter to 3. R. Miller, " Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit
-

(1)
No. 2 Spent Fuel Disposition Plans," dated March 30,1984.

D. B. Osborne letter to 3. F. Opeka, " Amendment No.109 to Facility(2)
Operating Licensing No. DPR-65 for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit
No. 2," dated January 15JM.

_
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It should be noted that this application deals with the storage of consolidated
spent fuel without addressing the consolidation process. NNECO, in cooperation
with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Combustion Engineering, and
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, is completing the development of a
process to demonstrate the feasibility of consolidating fuel as a means of
augmenting our ability to store spent fuel on site until such time as a spent fuel
repository is available for use. ,,

*The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has also selected and solicited
NNECO for participation in a Cooperative Agreement directed at licensing the
storage of consolidated fuel and furthering the development of consolidation
technology. NNECO has responded that it w ald be pleased to have DOE join
this ongoing program. Negotiations to achieve such participation have recently _

taken place and have resulted in a draft contract which is now being circulated -
for review by NNECO's existing partners. We look forward to working with the
U. S. Government in demonstrating the safe storage of consolidated spent fuel in
a light-water reactor basin.

It is our intent to separate the consideration of the storage capability as it is
independent of the method used to derive the consolidated fuel. A similar
philosophy was used recently by the Staff in its consideration of a consolidated
fuel storage request for the Ginna plant operated by the Rochester Gas &
Electric Corporation. As such, this amendment request concerns only the
storage of consolidated fuel.

In accordance with 10CFR50.91(a), Attachment 3 is an analysis of the proposed i

action in light of the standards contained in 50.92(c) regarding the issue of no I

significant hazards consideration. NNECO has concluded that the proposed
change does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

The Millstone Unit No. 2 Nuclear Review Board has reviewed and approved the i1
attached proposed revision and concurs with the above determinations.

In accordance with 10CFR50.91(b), NNECO is providing the State of Connecticut
a copy of this proposed amendment.

Pursuant to the requirements of 10CFR170.12(c), enclosed with this amendment
request is the application fee of $150.00.

We trust you will find this information satisfactory and remain available to assist i

you in the review of this matter. NNECO respectfully requests issuance of the
proposed amendment request by December 19,1986.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY.

L E GJL
3.F.Ophe' O
Senior Vice President

cc: Mr. Kevin McCarthy
Director, Radiation Control Unit

\. Department of Environmental Protection
' Hartford, CT 06116
i
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4.5 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

f. !

4.5.1 Selsmic Methods Development for Consolidated Fuel

ts.5.1.1 Consolidated Fuel Storage Box Structural Tests
-

F

'

Three dif ferent. series of structural tests were conducted on a
consolidated fuel storage box to obtain static and dynamic properties.

of the box and fuei rods for subsequent fuel rack seismic analyses.

Static load-deflection tests were performed on a loaded box to
measure the lateral stiffness and static deflection shape of the box

with fuel rods. These tests were performed with two fuel rod

compaction ratios. Static compressive load tests on a short section

of box measured the local wa!! stiffness of the box. Forced vibration
tests on a loaded box in water determined natural frequencies, mode

shapes, critical damping ratios, excitation forces and magnification
ratios. The forced vibration tests were performed with three fuel rod

compaction ratios. Results of the tests were evaluated and
correlated with analytical models to obtain a consolidated fuel f
storage box or canister model for use in seismic analyses of the fuel

racks.
,

The tests showed that the fuel rods have an insignificant effect on

canister static and dynamic stiffness and that the static stiffness is-

linear. Fuel rods can be modeled as additional lumped weights.

Water ef fects in the forced vibration test can be predicted well using

standard theoretical calculational techniques used in fuel rack

analyses. The water can be represented as additional lumped weight. ,

Fuel rods do sigr.lficantly affect damping ratios, -which tend to
increase with decreasing compaction ratios. The canister and fuel

lrods in water can be represented with a lumped-mass model of about

10 nodes without loss in accuracy.
,
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4.5.1.2 Consolidated Fuel / Storage Rack / Pool Interface Modeling

[ |. j
.

i

A computer code CFCGEN was developed which automatically
generates a lumped-mass stick model of a fully loaded consolidated i

fuel storage box or canister from canister and fuel dimensions and
material properties. - The code is generic and can be used for .k

dif ferent canister and fuel designs. .,

|-
.

The effect of certain spent fuel rack design parameters on the lateral.

seismic response of the racks was investigated. Non linear time >

history analyses were performed. The design parameters investigated .-

were the following:

1) rack support scheme - welding of storage cell feet to base plate 7,

of rack module ,;

2) length of verticalinter-cell welds in storage rack modules.
t

3) width of gap between rack and pool wall

4) storage cell wall thickness

g-.

Using CFCGEN and the methods described in Section 4.5.2 the racks .{'
I

with consolidated fuel were modeled in both lateral directions and
analyzed with corresponding acceleration histories for the Millstone 2

)
pool floor elevation. p

:

It was found that by changing the design parameters of the rack and

its support scheme, the rack frequency can be detuned from the
frequency of the peak of the earthquake spectrum and seismic loads

'

reduced. This was implemented in the Millstone Unit 2 rack design.
.; . t,

.

t

4.5.2 Spent Fuel Storage Rack Design Analyses ,

-i

The spent fuel storage racks are designed to withstand forces
generated during normal operation, an Operating Basis Earthquake, or

a Safe Shutdown' Earthquake. Lateral and vertical seismic loads :

-along with fluid forces are considered to be acting simultaneously on
the fuel racks. The racks are designed to assure rack structural'

integrity while at the same time keeping the fuel in a subcritical
.

state.

-4-26 ;
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Linear response spectrum methods are used for the vertical direction.
The lateral seismic responses of the spent fuel storage racks are

[ determined using a non-linear time history analysis. Non-linear time

history analyses are performed for the lateral directions primarily

because of impacting. The effects of impacting structures

significantly influence the stresses in both the storage structure and
the intact assemblies or consolidated fuel storage boxes and,'because

,

,

they are non-linear in nature, can only be accounted for by
,

Rackperforming more complex non-linear time history analyses.
verticalimpact loads on the floor due to tipping are calculated.

_

The seismic input used for these analyses consists of the vertical

response spectrum and the lateral acceleration time histories
corresponding to the pool floor elevation at Millstone Unit 2. The

analyses are performed in accordance with Reg. Guide 1.122,

Revision I, February 1978.

The first step in the analytical procedure is to determine the dynamic
characteristics of the fuel storage racks. This is done by developing

{
a three-dimensional finite element model of the structure and solving

for the natural frequencies and mode shapes in air. The finite

element code used in the study is SAP IV (see Section 4.5.3).

!

The resulting dynamic characteristics are then incorporated into a
'I

non-l'near representation of the entire system, which includes the
rack and intact or consolidated fuel in the storage rack. The

,

CESHOCK computer code (see Section 4.5.3), is used to determine
the no1-linear time history response of the system. The effects of

*

impacting between the fuel and the storage rack are represented in
two CESHOCK models, one for intact and one for consolidated fuel.

Because of the close proximity of the structures, hydrodynamic ;
-

coupling ef fects betecen the fuel, the storage rack and the pool are j

also included in the models. (See Reference 4-2 (attached as [,

Appendix B) for additional information.)
|

l
i+

i

!

!
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This reference describes the general methodology used to deval:p a

- nonlinear seismic analysis model of a spent fuel rack module while

stressing the importance of mode!ing fuel assemblies as discrete
structural elements and the non-linear impacting behavior between [

I
the rack module and the stored fuel. The analysis for this report
differed from that presented in the referenced paper primarily in
that the analysis was done using models based on the Millstone Unit ,

No. 2 rack module designs, pool layout, and site specific a'cceleration
,

time history data. The analysis included cases of standard fuel

assembly storage as well as consolidated fuel storage.

"
The racks are analyzed using a finite element model in the SAP IV

code and the loads from Section 4.3. SAP IV output consists of

membrane stresses and bending moments for each element.

The component stress on each element resulting from the application
of each directional load is combined by the square root ' sum of the |

squares method. The results are compared to stress allowables in

accordance with the rules of ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code
(

Section 111, Subsection NF 3000. ,

!-

A schematic description of the mathematical model used for the non-

linear rack module analysis is shown in Figure 4-7. The model is two- 1
i

dimensional, with each mass having a translational and a rotational

degree-of-freedom. Mass nodes I through 18 were used to represent
the fuel rack module. These mass nodes were linked by massless

flexible elements. Similarly, mass nodes 19 through 27 were used to

represent both the standard fuel assembly and/or the consolidated

fuel storage box. ,

Hydrodynamic couplings, designated by element H, are included
between the rack module nodes and the pool structure nodes, and

between the fuel nodes and the rack module nodes. Non-linear gap-

spring elements were used to represent the possibility of impacting
between the fuel and the rack module. The fuel was couplea to the

base of the rack module by a "s!!p-stick" friction element. An

element of the interface of the module base and the pool liner
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represented a " slip-stick" friction element in the sliding analysis and
( a non-linear torsion spring In the shear and rocking analyses.
)-

An in-phase mode of vibration was consewatively considered in ,

assessing the hydrodynamic coupling effects between adjacent rack
modules . 'ecause of the character of the site specific Millstone 2

seismic udtion, the higher rack module frequencies resbiting from

the in-phase node analysis were conservative because they were'

closer to the frequencies of the response spectra peaks. An out-of-

phase mode of vibration would have resulted in the lower frequencies
farther away from the response spectra peaks. The lower frequencies

result from high hydrodynamic masses produced by out-of-phase

motion.

In the nonlinear analysis models, hydrodynamic coupling is specified

between the rack module and the pool, and between the fuel and the

rack module. Potential theory (incompressible inviscid theory) is

employed, using simple two-dimensional models of the structures
I coupled by the fluid, to estimate the hydrodynamic virtual mass

terms based on the model configuration. Three-dimenstional end

effects were then accounted for by modifying the calculated

hydrodynamic mass terms.,

For the rack module-to-pool hydrodynamic element, the rack modules

were assumed to move in-phase and the potential theory model
consisted of two bodies: the fuel rack module array within the spent

fuel pool structure.

To determine the resulting hydrodynamic mass terms, a finite
element analysis 6 sing a computer code based on two-dimensional

potential flow, was used. The ADDMASS computer code, C-E
t

proprietary, was used to calculate the hydrodynamic masses of two j '

dimensional bodies with arbitrary cross-sectional shapes with fluid -t

finite elements between the bodies. ADDMASS is based principally |
'

on the following work: Yang, C.I., "A Finite - Element Code for
s

t Computing Added Mass Coefficients," Argonne National Laboratory

Report No. ANL-LT-78-49, September 1978.

4-29
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The horizontal non-linear CESHOCK analyses determine the tipping

associated with fully and partially loaded fuel racks. Load f actors
are used to transfer the vertical and horizontal base loadings from
the two dimensional CESHOCK non-linear analyses to the IJner three-

dimensional model which has been modified to represent the tipped

condition. A separate load factor is calculated to represent,the base

movement developed during tipping of the racks. .

- ,

'

The vertical tipping displacement from the horizontal nonlinear
analysis is used as the input to a separate vertical nonlinear
CESHOCK model that is used to calculate vertical impact loads.

-

These loads are used to determine the adequacy of the foot / rack

design.
,

Non-symmetric fuel loadings were considered by analyzing partially

loaded modules. The most severe cases considered were those
modules with a single row of cells along an edge of the module loaded

with consolidated fuel.
,

(
The worst case for tipping was a Region 117x8 module, partically . ; _

loaded with consolidated fuel, excited by the East-Wes' seismic

component (7 cell direction). The worst case for shear load was a ,

Region 117x9 module fully loaded with consolidated fuel, excited by i ;

the North-South seismic component (9 ce!! direction).

The maximum horizontal displacement of the top of a module,

including tipping, is determined from a non-linear time history
analysis of an individual module. Separate analyses are made for a
number of different modules with varying degrees of fuel loading,

including empty, partially loaded, and fully loaded modules. In these
individual module time history analyses, all the modules in the pool

are assumed to move in-phase when determining the rack-to-pool'

hydrodynamic characteristics.

1

(

(
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To calculate the peak intermodular relative displacement, adjacent
modules are assumed to move out-of-phase. The peak relative

j
displacement is conservatively calculated by summing the absolute
value of the peak displacements at the top of the module for the two
modules considered. Using this approach, a peak intermodule relative |

displacement of 1.776 inches was determined. This value is less than
,

the intermodralar gap.

.

C-E uses a gap-spring element to model the impact between the fuel

assembly and the rack cell in a nonlinear dynamic analysis. The
spring represents the spacer grid one-sided impact stiffness with the _

appropriate gap. C-E determines fuel assembly one-sided impact
stiffness using full-scale fuel assembly pluck impact tests and model-
test correlations of the test data with analytical results. The value

of the spacer grid impact stiffness for the Westinghouse fuel
assemblies that s as provided to C-E by Northeast Utilities was ,

greater than that for a C-E fuel assembly and was conservatively
used in the nonlinear dynamic analysis.

!

Impact damping was conservatively not used in the analysis.

Friction between the pool liner and the module mounting - feet is
addressed in two ways. In the first approach, the rack module is not

permitted to slide relative to the pool. In this case, the coefficient
of friction is assumed to be extremely high, to model the possibility
of adhesion between the rack module and the pool, which could occur

over the design life of the modules due to one of several mechanisms.

This fixed-based model provides conservative shear loads to both the

module and the poolliner. .

The second approach uses a sliding-base model in which a friction
element connects the rack module base to the pool liner. The -

friction element - used in a " slip-stick" friction element with a
velocity dependent coefficient of friction. Realistic values for the
coefficient of friction are used in this sliding base model. A static

' coefficient of friction of 0.55 was used. The coefficient of friction

4-31
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decreascs linearly with Increasing relative velocity of the module

(-
base with respect to the pool liner until a minimum dynamic
coefficient of friction of 0.28 is reached at a relative velocity of the

,

'

module base with respect to the pool liner until a minimum dynamic

coefficient of friction velocities above 2.5 in/sec. For relative

velocities above 2.5 in/sec., the minimum dynamic coefficient of :
;'

friction applies.

The friction values used are based on the following sources: |

I) data from Combustion Engineering laboratory tests, _

11) data obtained through a technical exchange agreement with
!

Kraf twerk Union (KWU) of West Germany.

Final Report of a Theoretical and Experimental Study for
Further Development of Light Water Pressurized Water
Reactors, " Wear Behavior of Friction Materials and Protective

Layers With Regard to their Application Possibliities in Water
Cooled Nuclear Reactors", written by P. Hoffman, Metallic
Materiais RT41, Fordervagsvorhaben BMFT-Inv. Reakt. 72/S11

Draftwert Union, August 1973., and

lii) textbook Friction and Wear of Materials, Ernest Rabinowicz.

Justification for the use of the stated values of friction
coefficient lies in the bases of their selection being results of

,

experimental studies. The values used in the analysis are values
that have been derived from laboratory testing. -

Structural analyses were also performed to evaluate the results of a

maximum crane upilft force, and a fuel assembly or loaded
1consolidated fuel storage box drop on the fuel storage rack structure.

A fuel assembly or loaded consolidation box fallir.g' onto the racks can

either fallinto a cavity or onto the top of the racks.i
,

i
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In the case of a fuel assembly falling into an empty cell:

\

The fuel assembly drop accident was evaluated to determine the
effect of the dropped assembly on the functional and structural i-

integrity of the racks. The analysis indicated that the impact of the
fuel assembly on the support bars caused plastic deformation of the

.

support bars and the fuel cell wall supporting the bars.' The fuel
bundle drop through the rack to the fuel support resulted in the side

^

walls of the rack shearing however, the bundle and support bars did

not impact the floor, resulting in no damage to the pool liner. (The
active fuel length of the bundle will remain contained within the
storage rack.)

In the case of a consolidated fuel storage box falling into the cavity: ;

Iit was conservatively assumed that the impact of the consolidated

fuel storage box caused plastic deformation of the support bars and

fuel cell wall supporting the bars; resulting in an impact of the ,

consolidated fuel storage box and support bars to the pool liner. 3

1

With respect to the racks, the primary function and structural-

integrity of the racks to maintain separation of the fuel was not
impaired.

With respect to the spent fuel pool liner and concrete structural-

capacity:

An evaluation was completed in March 19,83 to determine the
potential consequences of drops into the Millstone Unit No. 2 spent
fuel pool. The analysis was performed as part of NUREG-0612-
" Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants." This analysis
addressed an object which weighed 67,000 pounds being dropped from

a height 41 feet above the spent fuel pool slab through water directly

onto the slab at elevation (-)2'-0". The above-mentioned calculation

conservatively takes no credit for any energy absorption that would

9
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occur due to deformation of the object at impact. The 67,000 pound

object dropped would be expected to perforate the spent fuel pool
1

liner. The object would penetrate into the concrete floor slab but not

perforate It and therefore not jeopardize the floor slab structural
integrity. Since no perforation of the concerete slab is expected, no

gross leakage from the poolis expected to occur.
.

Assuming the consolidated storage box (weighing approx) 2500 lbs),
,

hits the weakest part of the spent fuel pool, which would be the
leakage detection system for ti.e liner welds, the leak detection and

monitoring system, as described in the Millstone Unit No. 2 Final
Safety Analysis Report Sections 5.4.3 and 9.5.2, would be activated.

|

The leak detection and monitoring system would be utilized if (a) a

pool liner weld seam was to fall or (b) a local failure of the leak
chase collection channel due to a dropped object directly hitting it

was to occur. If the spent fuel pool liner is perforated, the 5'-0"
thick reinforced concrete spent fuel pool floor slab will act as a

water retaining barrier. If either a weld seam or leak chase
collection channel was to locally fait due to a dropped consolidated

fuel storage box, both overall leakage detection system integrity and

pool structuralintegrity would be maintained with no significant pool
water inventory loss.

In the case of a fuel assembly falling onto the top of the rack:

The load resulting from the impact of a dropped fuel bundle was

calculated. Using a finite element model, the calculated impact
force was applied at various locations on the top of the rack. The
analysis of a fuel bundle drop, onto the top of the storage rack,
results in an impact stress that showed local deformation at the point
of contact on the rack. However, the results of the analyses have
shown that the stresses in the region of active fuel are well below
allowable stress limits, therefore it is concluded that the racks

primary function remains unaf fected.

In the case of a consolidated fuel storage box falling onto the top of

the racks:

4-34
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}' For the analsysis of a loaded consolidation fuel storage box dropping

on to the top of the fuel rack structure a dynamic non-linear multi- f
(

spring / mass model of a loaded storage box was developed. This was
used in CESHOCK analysis to determine the impact load. The

maximum impact load resulted in cell wall stresses exceeding the

proportional limit. An iterative elastic / plastic CE/ MARC analysis of
an appropriate region of the rack was therefore perfo'rmed to
evaluate the permanent deformations throughout the regio'n.

4

The maximum permanent deformation of the cell walls in the active

fuel region was found to be 1.5 mils, which is less than i percent of
'

the nominal clearance betwee the cell wall and a fuel assembly or

CFSB. Hence, this accident does not af fect the primary function of
the rack which is to maintain separation between fuel assemblies

and/or consolidated fuel storage boxes and insure the flow of coolant.

fIn the case of a Maximum Crane Uplif t Force:

An analysis of a typical fuel rack indicated that the force required to(
deform an individual canister or to overcome the dead weight of the

fuel |1rack is significantly greater than the load which the spent
handling machine can impart. For the analysis a maximum load of

;

6000 lbs. was assumed. This load was applied to the fuel rack; |,

I
resulting stresses were well within allowable limits.

'
With respect to seismic loadings on the spent fuel rack modules, the

following rack modules were analyzed:

1) Region 1 - 8 x 10 module ,

2) Region !!- 7 x 8 module
;

3) Region 11 - 7 x 9 module

4) Region !!- modified 7 x 9 module I

The pool layout was arranged so that the rack modules were placed in

specific locations and orientations within the spent fuel pool.
Acceleration time histories were available for both the north-south

4-35
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and east-west directions. The acceleration time histories were

applied to the rack modules in a manner consistent with actual
;

module in-pool orientations. The worst case for shear load was found'

to be a Region 117 x 9 module, fully loaded with consolidated fuel and

excited by the north-south seismic component.

The most significant factor in identifying possible worst cases is the
'

relationship between the model natural frequencies' and the
.

acceleration response spectra for the appropriate spent fuel pool
acceleration time histories. For a given response spectrum, potential

worst cases may be identified by selecting cases where the model

natural frequencies are near the peak of the response spectrum.
There are a number of other factors, however, that have an ef fect on

the model frequency characteristics and consequently the response

loads. Among these factors are the naturai frequency of the rack
module in air, the type of fuel storage (standard bundle v s.
consolidated), and the hydrodynamic effects between the fuel and the

rack module as well as between the rack module and the pool 4,
!'

structure.
s

Because a number of factors affect the identification of a " worst
case", several analyses are performed, corresponding to dif ferent

regions of the pool, different size modules, different earthquake
directions, and type of fuel storage. ,

i<

The results of the non-linear time history analyses, performed in both -|,
horizontal directions, and the linear response spectrum analysis,

performed for the vertical - direction, provide a set of load
! !

multipilcation f actors to be applied to the thrpe-dimensional SAP IV

stress model. The horizontalload factor is defined as the ratio of the '

maximum horizontal shear load derived from the CESHOCK model
non-linear time history analysis to the horizontal empty rack (modal) ).]

i!weight from the SAP IV model. Likewise, the vertical load factor is

defined as the ratio of the maximum vertical load determined from
the response spectrum analysis to the vertical empty rack (modal)

weight from the SAP IV model. The load factors are applied to the |
r

component stresses obtained from the SAP IV model. These stresses6

\
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I

were obtained by applying a one-G response spectrum load to each of I

( the three orthogonal directions. Maximum Base shears and load
>

factors are tabulated below:

Base Shears Region I Rack Region 11 Rack
i

,

Maximum Horizontait ; ;

!

SSE 880#/ Cell 977 #/ Cell |,

OBE Not Applicable 603 #/ Cell
r.

Base Shears Region I Rack Region 11 Rack
i
!

Maximum Vertical:

SSE 3721 #/ Cell 3423 #/ Cell

OBE SSE values for maximum vertical base

shears were used.

(
Typical Load Factors Region I Rack Region II Rack

Horizontal (X-direction) 10.10 12.70

Horizontal (Y-direction) 9.39 11.59

Vertical (2-direction) 26.02 26.82

(Factors shown are based on 8 x 10 and 7 x 9 racks.)

The analysis to determine the structural adequacy of the fuel storage

module under tipping was conducted using the following techniquer -1) ,

Two loading conditions were applied to the SAP IV model, these arer
a 1-G horizontal load placed in the direction the module tips, and a I-
G vertical downward load. 2) Using the principal of superposition,

,

the vertical load is adjusted until the compression and tension in the
feet which !!ft is reduced to zero, thereby creating a load state that

approximates the module at the intstant the module lifts off.
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The actual horizontal seismic load, at the point of lift off, is
!

.

determined in a similar fashion as described above using a non-linear

( time history analysis. The 1-G horizontal and the adjusted 1-G. ;

*

vertical load can now be factored. This factor will be the seismic
load due to the loaded module divided by the 1-G horizontalload of an

empty module. t
,

''
4.5.3 Computer Code Descriptions i

'.

The computer codes used in these analyses are described in the

following subsections. _ . .

;.

SAPIV

SAP IV is a general structural analysis program for static and
The finitedynamic analysis of linear elastic complex structures.

element displacement method is used to solve for the displacements
Theand compute the stresses of each element of the structure.

structure can be composed of unlimited number of three-dimensional

truss, beam, plate, shell, solid, plane strain-plane stress, thick shell,
a

I

spring, axisymmetric elements. The program can treat thermal and ; ,

various forms of mechanical loading as well as internal element

loadings. Dynamic analysis options consist of eigenvalue solutions
~

yielding frequencies and mode shapes, response history by mode
superposition, response history by direction integration, and response

spectrum analysis. Earthquake type of loading as well as time

varying pressure can be treated. The output consists of

displacements at each nodal point as well as internal member forces

for each element. ,

The program being used at C-E is essentially equivalent to the
version verified, documented, and released by the University of

California (Reference 4-3).
J

-|
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CESHOCK
,

(
The CESHOCK computer code performs transient, dynamic analyses !

of non-linear elastic systems. These systems can be either axial

models having one degree-of-freedom per node or lateral ones having
one rotational and one translational degree of freedom per node. The

response of a system is determined by numerically integrating (using

a Runge-Kutta-Gill technique) its equations of motion. Excitation
.

can take the form of either initial conditions or time histories of
The non-applied accelerations, velocities displacements or forces.

linearities can consist of gaps, friction, hysteresis or. non-linear ,.

springs. Hydrodynamic action can also be modeled, with both on-
diagonal (added mass) and off-diagonal (coupling) terms being

considered.
,

The program automatically searches the response time histories and

prints out the maximum and minimum values of all nodal accelera- p,

tions, and member loads and can generate an optional output tape ,

!
containing the complete response histories.

CESHOCK is an extensively modified, proprietary version of the ;

SHOCK computer code developed by V. K. Gabrielson and R. T. !.

Reese of Sandia Laboratories (Reference 4-4). It differs from the
original in the areas of damping, coefficient of restitution, friction,
hydrodynamic effects, hysterests, input of time histories, output
options, allowable problem size and the manner of inputting stif fness :

'

elements. CESHOCK has been verified by demonstration that its
solutions are substantially identical to those obtained by hand

'

calculations or from accepted analytical results via an independent !
i

computer code (References 4-4 and 4-5).

The CESHOCK code numerically integrates the equations of motion
4

using a Runge-Kutta-Gill technique. The initial integration timestep,
.!calculated by CESHOCK, is one-twentieth of the period of the j

highest individual mass-spring frequency in the model. The timestep
is continually checked and adjusted by the code as a function of the

,
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rate of change of the linear and angular accelerations. The timestep
is held within the bounds of one-fifth times the initial timestep to

( two time the initial timestep. With this procedure for selecting the

integration timestep, the CESHOCK numerical solution has been
shown to be stable and convergent.

This approach can determine the stress state of the moduls due to
.

module tipping under seismic effects. This approach is onIy valid for
.

lift off of a few mits. The results of the non-linear analysis indicates

such a situation does exist.

TYPICAL MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR SEISMIC EFFECT

6.895Horizontal 1-G Factor =

20.82Vertical 1-G Factor =

(Factors shown are based on 7 x 9 rack.)

CFCGEN

i
The computer code CFCGEN develops a lumped mass stick model of
a loaded consolidated fuel storage box .from canister and fuel |

dimensions and material properties. The model can be used in the

SHOCK code for non-linear time history seismic analysis.
!

The features of the CFCGEN code include the capability to segment

the fuel rod in as many as 10 segments with different densities, e.g.

endcaps, . plenum, pellets. . The ' weight of each segment is

automatically applied to the appropriate nodal locations. Up to j-

twelve node locations can be used to model the canister. They can be

input manually or can be generated internally to be equi-spaced. It is

also possible to define the stiffness contribution of the fuel to the
overall box stifiness. A fuel consolidation factor can be specified |
which will automatically adjust the amount of contained water based j

on box dimensions and fuel rods to obtain the correct weight !

distribution. Temperatures can also be specified which will adjust f
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the elastic modulus (E) of sialniess steel and water density,
;

_

accordingly: ,

The code was developed by C-E and was verified by calculating the

model parameters by hand for a typical loaded canister and ,

comparing the results with CFCGEN. j

.

4.5.4 Consolidated Fuel Storage Box Analyses
,

t'

Static and impact analyses were performed to verify the adequacy of

the consolidated fuel storage box design. The results of the ,

structural analyses demonstrate that the consolidation box and cover {
!can be safely lifted and transported using the cover as the liftpoint.
I

The consolidation box is designed such that it will not be overstressed
.

when subjected to a tensile load of 6000 lbs, which is assumed for

analytical purposes as the maximum force that can be exerted by the
t

spent fuel handling machine or the hoist assembly.

The insert assembly, supporting the weight of the fuel rods, can
(

withstand an impact of 5 g's. An actual free drop would probably

exceed 5 g's. In the postulated worst case, dropping of a loaded
consolidated fuel storage box might result in discharge of its contents

and failure of all rods. This case would not result in an off site
radiation exposure exceeding the limits of 10 CFR 100 or cause an
increase in Keff above 0.95 and it therefore meets the design

criteria.

4.6 MATERIALS, QUALITY CONTROL, AND SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION
*

TECHNIQUES

4.6.1 Materials

The following provides a list of materials used in the construction of

the spent fuel racks..

-[
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
B14530/ Attachment 1/Page 2
July 16, 1993

Ouestion 2:

Differences in the loadings (from FAs) in the racks of Regions A, B, and C
will also affect the relative displacements of the racks under the postulated
seismic loadings. Provide information en the consideration of rack to rack,
and rack to wall interactions. Also, provide information on the adequacy of
the wall during such interactions.

Response:

Consistent with the response given in Question 1, NNEC0's submittal dated
May 21, 1986, Section 4.5, pg. 4-30, delineates that separate analyses were
performed for a number of different storage modules with varying degrees of
fuel loading (both intact and consolidated). The cases considered empty,
fully loaded and partially loaded modules, including the nonsymmetric fuel
loading on the outer rows of the modules. The submittal states that the worst
case displacements of the racks under seismic loading are the nonsymetrically
loaded case for tipping and fully loaded case for shear, both with only
consolidated spent fuel.

For the consideration of rack to rack and rack to wall interactions and the
adequacy of the wall during these interactions, NNEC0 references the Technical
Evaluation Report (attached) prepared by Franklin Research Center TER-C5506-
586, dated December 17, 1985, performed to review the structural adequacy of
NNECO's spent fuel pool rerack submittal which was subsequently issued as
Amendment No. 109 dated January 15, 1986, which validated the acceptability of
the racks and building analysis for storage of consolidated spent fuel.

.
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UMr. John F. Opeka, Senior Vice President

Huclear Engineering and Operations '

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company deP. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

Dear Mr. Opeka:

The Commission has issued the enclosed Anendment No.109 to Facility Operating
License No. DPP-65 for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2. The

amendment changes the Technical Specifications in response to your application
dated July 24, 1985, as supplemented by letters dated September 16, October 17
and November 25 and 27, and December 3,1985.

The amendment revises the Technical Specifications and authorizes you 50
increase the storage capacity of the spent fuel pool from 667 to 1112 fuel
assemblies.

Our approval is conditional upon receiving an acceptable Technical
Specification from you in accordance with your November 27, 1985 letter. The
forthcoming Technical Specification change will provide assurance of the
availability of a loop of the shutdown cooling system for spent fuel pool
cooling in the event that the pool temperature rises above 140*F.

A copy of the related Safety Evaluation is also enclosed. The notice of
issuance will be included in the Commission's next regul6r bi-weekly
Federal Register notice.

The Environmental Assessment related to this action was transmitted to you on
December 16, 1985. The Notice of Issuance'of Environmental Assessment and
Finding of No Significant Impact was published in the Federal Register on
January 8, 1986 (51 FR 793).

*

Sincerely,

~!M
. .

D. B. Osborne, Project Manager
PWR Project Directorate #8
Division of PWR Licensing-B

Enclosures:
1. Amendment No.109 to DPR-65
2. Safety Evaluation

cc w/ enclosures: ,

See next page
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